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Three-dimensional ghost imaging using acoustic transducer
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a b s t r a c t

We propose a novel three-dimensional (3D) ghost imaging method using unfocused ultrasonic trans-
ducer, where the transducer is used as the bucket detector to collect the total photoacoustic signal in-
tensity from spherical surfaces with different radius circling the transducer. This collected signal is a time
sequence corresponding to the optic absorption information on the spherical surfaces, and the values at
the same moments in all the sequences are used as the bucket signals to restore the corresponding
spherical images, which are assembled as the object 3D reconstruction. Numerical experiments show
this method can effectively accomplish the 3D reconstruction and by adding up each sequence on time
domain as a bucket signal it can also realize two dimensional (2D) ghost imaging. The influence of the
measurement times on the 3D and 2D reconstruction is analyzed with Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
as the yardstick, and the transducer as a bucket detector is also discussed.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Ghost imaging, as a newly emerging optical imaging method,
has arouse broad concern because of its advantages on imaging in
complex environment, separation between detection and imaging
and so on. The incipient experiment of ghost imaging was con-
ducted with entangled photons [1–3]. The original ghost imaging
realized with pseudo-thermal light emerged many achievements
[4–12]. In the recent several years, with the successive achieve-
ments on lensless ghost imaging [13], true thermal light ghost
imaging [14,15] and advanced algorithm to enhance the PSNR [16–
21], ghost imaging ceases from being just a hypothetical theory,
and many of the researches are turning into a series of practical
applications [22–31]. For example, in researches on optical en-
cryption [22,28], ghost imaging was applied in 3-D optical en-
cryption that a larger key space can be generated, on biomedical
imaging [29], and on remote sensing, the 3-D ghost imaging ladar
has been manufactured which can image objects from over 1 km
and obtain 60 cm axis solution. By taking the structural properties
of the recovered images into account, the reconstruction quality
can be further improved [31]. However, achievements on 3D ghost
imaging within a short distance are rarely reported.

As a burgeoning imaging method, photoacoustic imaging pos-
sesses both the advantages of the thermal imaging’s high solution
and ultrasonic imaging’s nondestructive examination and strong
penetrating power, which endows it with broad application pro-
spect [32–36]. Photoacoustic imaging is based on the photo-
acoustic effect, which is aroused by the sound wave emitted by the
object when irradiated by laser pulse and absorbing photons. The
photoacoustic signal is acquired by an ultrasonic transducer, and
processed by a reconstruction algorithm, it can provide the ob-
ject’s optic absorption characteristics [33]. Considering the simi-
larity which both signals detected by the unfocused transducer
and the bucket detector are corresponding to the optic absorption
characteristics of the objects, a possibility appears that the pho-
toacoustic imaging method can be applied to ghost imaging.

We propose a novel 3D ghost imaging scheme, in which the
bucket detector is replaced by an unfocused ultrasonic transducer.
Here, the total light intensity obtained by the bucket detector is
replaced by the photoacoustic signal, and with a proper mod-
ification on traditional ghost imaging algorithm, the object’s image
can be reconstructed. Since the ultrasonic signal acquired by the
unfocused transducer is a time sequence of the spatial sound
pressure changing rate against time, the reconstruction result is a
3D deconstruction of the original target. In comparison to the
traditional 2D ghost imaging, in our scheme when the laser pulse
illuminated on the object reaches a certain intensity, a photo-
acoustic sequence signal can be obtained by the transducer on the
object arm. Meanwhile, the light distribution is recorded on the
reference arm records. As long as the object’s axial depth on light
path direction is no more than the light field’s axial correlation
depth [37], the object’s 3D image can be restored by assembling
the transducer-centered spherical surfaces reconstructed by the
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3D ghost imaging algorithm.
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of unfocused ultrasonic transducer . Vs: sound velocity.
2. Method

The traditional ghost imaging is consisted of an object arm and
a reference arm. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the pseudo-thermal source
is acquired by a laser passing through a rotating ground glass and
generating a constantly changing speckle pattern, which is sepa-
rated into two identical beams by a splitter. On the object arm,
beam ‘a’ is projected on the object, modulated by its transmission
coefficient ( )T x y z, , , and acquired by a bucket detector with no
spatial solution, where it is recorded as bucket signal Bn. On the
reference arm, the speckle pattern on beam ‘b’ is directly acquired
by a spatial-distinguishable CCD, and recorded as ( )I x y,n . z1 re-
presents the distance between pseudo-thermal source and the
object, and z2 represents the distance between pseudo-thermal
source and the reference CCD plane. When =z z1 2 or −z z1 2 is less
than the light field axial depth [37], the correlation operation Eq.
(1) as below can reconstruct the object’s image TGI using the Bn

and ( )I x y,n from N measurements.

( )∑( ) = ⋅ − 〈 〉 ( )
( )=

T x y N B B I x y, 1/ ,
1

GI
n

N

n n n
1

where the total light intensity is ∬= ( ) ( )B I x y T x y dxdy, ,n n , and its

average value is 〈 〉 = ⋅ ∑ =B N B1/n n
N

n1 . As shown in Fig. 1(b), the
modification is on the object arm, replacing the bucket detector
with an unfocused ultrasonic transducer and z1 represents the
distance between pseudo-thermal source and the central surface
of the object. The object and transducer are both placed in viscous
transparent media such as water or oil in which the ultrasonic
wave declines slower during transmission. The laser path on the
object arm is defined as axis ‘z’. A photoacoustic signal is stimu-
lated when a laser pulse is projected on the object with the spatial
light absorbing coefficient matrix ( )T x y z, , , and collected as a time
sequence by an unfocused transducer on the right end of axis ‘z’,
the nth measurement of which is recorded as ( )P tn . Finally, by
using the ( )P tn and ( )I x y,n of N measurements in our 3DGI method,
a reconstruction of the object can be acquired as ( )T x y z, ,DGI3 .

The principle of unfocused ultrasound transducer is shown in
Fig. 2. The transducer’s wavefront is a spherical surface, so the
time sequence ( )P t as in the square at time t1, t2, t3 are the total
photoacoustic signal intensity of all the sources on the surfaces
centered at the detecting point with radius of =R v ts1 1, =R v ts2 2,

=R v ts3 3. Since the acoustic pressure signal acquired by the trans-
ducer at each moment is a representation of the total optical ab-
sorption characteristics on the corresponding spherical surface, so
functionally the transducer can be considered equivalent to the
bucket detector.
Fig. 1. Schematics of GI and 3DGI systems. (a) Traditional 2DGI method. (b) 3DGI metho
source and the object plane. z2: the distance between pseudo-thermal source and the r
If the laser pulse lasts shorter than the acoustic confinement
time, the acoustic pressure (→ )p r t, at moment t and transducer
location →r in viscous media can be shown as below [32]
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where β represents the thermal coefficient of volume expansion,
CP represents specific heat capacities at constant pressure, H re-
presents the heating function and →′r represents the sound source
location. H can be disassemble as below

( ′
→

′) = ( ′
→

) ( ′) ( )H r t A r H t, 3e t

where Ae is the specific or volumetric optical absorption, and is the
laser distribution in time domain. The light field projected on the
object is a speckle pattern and pulsing, so Eq. (3) can be modified
as below

δ( ′
→

′) = ( ′
→

) ( ′) ( ′
→

) ( )H r t A r t I r, 4e

where (→′)I r is the light intensity at location →′r of the speckle
pattern on the object. Combining Eq. (4) with Eq. (2), the following
equation is established
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Integrating the (→ )p r t, in the nth measurement, (→ )p r t,n , in
time domain, we can obtain the following equation with proper
d. OBJ: Object Arm; REF: Reference Arm. z1: the distance between pseudo-thermal
eference CCD plane.
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transformation
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where (→′)I rn represents the speckle pattern on the spherical sur-

face in the nth measurement with radius of |→ − ′
→

| =r r v ts centered
by the transducer probe. Comparing Eq. (6) with Eq. (1), we can
observe a similarity between ( )S tn and the total light intensity Bn

in Eq. (1). The difference is that Bn is integration on a flat surface,
and ( )S tn is integration on the spherical surface with radius of

|→ − ′
→

|r r , so the spherical image can be reconstructed as
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where 〈 ( )〉 = ⋅ ∑ ( )=S t N S t1/n n
N

n1 , so theoretically the reconstruction

result (→′)T r of Eq. (7) is an expression of the Ae on the spherical
surface.

However, in actual experiments the CCD can only obtain the
light distribution on a flat surface, so in the reconstruction process,

(→′)I rn can only be approximated by the detected value ( )I x y z, ,n 2

where z2 is a constant as shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1(b), the z axial
depth of the object is d d,1 2. When d d,1 2 meet the GI axial depth
conditions [37], we can use the speckle pattern on =z z2 1 to ap-
proximate all the speckle patterns on all the spherical surfaces in
the object, so the projection ( )T x y, of Eq. (7) on X–y plane can be
expressed as below

∑( ) = ( ) − 〈 ( )〉 ( )
( )=

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦T x y
N

S t S t I x y z,
1

, ,
8n
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Using Eq. (8) we can approximately reconstruct the Ae on the
spherical surface with radius of v ts . The speckle field ( )I x y z, ,n 2 in
Eq. (8) does not contain the information of axis z, neither does the
reconstruction result ( )T x y, , so the z axial depth of each pixel in

( )T x y, is remain to be discussed.
The z axial depth acquisition method above is shown in Fig. 3,

where the origin point of the spatial coordinate is the transducer
location S. Since the actual spatial locations of all the pixels in

( )T x y, are on a spherical surface with the radius of v ts , for any
coordinate ( )x y, in ( )T x y, , its z axial location can be solve by the
distance ( )l x y, between the pixel and the projection point of S on
X–y plane as below

= − ( ) − ( ) ( )z v t l x y, 9s
2 2

Combining Eqs. (8) and (9), the 3DGI reconstruction result can
be eventually expressed as below
Fig. 3. The sketch of z axial depth acquisition. S: the location of the transducer.
( )l x y, : the distance between the pixel and the projection point of S on x–y plane.
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According to Eq. (10), the Ae of the object can be acquired and
the 3DGI process is realized.
3. Numerical experiment and discussion

The 3DGI method is carried out by numerical experiment for
Fig. 1. The pseudo-thermal light source with λ = 635nm wave
length is numerically generated by a laser beam projected through
a rotating ground glass and the transverse size D of the laser beam
on the ground glass is D¼1 mm. Then the beam is divided into
two identical beams by a beam splitter prism, one of which is
projected on the object in a water tank and the other is directly
captured by a CCD with distance z2¼204.5 mm to the pseudo-
thermal light source (ground glass surface). An unfocused trans-
ducer is set on axis z to acquire the photoacoustic signal. The re-
solution of the adjacent spherical detection surfaces is related to
the central frequency of the applied transducer, which decides the
imaging resolution of the z axis. The object model in the numerical
experiment is three letters ‘JLU’ on three different flat surfaces on
axis z, assuming all letters made of highly opaque material and
vertical to axis z. Note that the laser pulse lasts shorter than the
acoustic confinement time.

The detailed size of the object is shown in Fig. 4. The size of
each surface is 20 mm�45 mm, the distance from surface ‘J’ to
surface ‘L’ is d1 and from surface ‘L’ to surface ‘U’ is d2, where d1¼d2
¼4.5 mm. The distance from pseudo-thermal light source to sur-
face ‘L’ is set =z mm204.51 and from the transducer probe location
to surface ‘U’ is 40 mm. It is assumed that each surface’s center, the
unfocused transducer probe and the laser beam transverse section
center are all on the same straight line parallel to axis z. Since the
distance from the object to the pseudo-thermal light source is
between 200 mm and 209 mm, all the parameters above fulfill the
GI axial depth conditions, that is to say, the difference between the
object arm and reference arm is under the two-arm light field
axial correlation depth, as below [37]

λ( − ) > ( )z z z z D/ / 111 2 1 2
2

The simulated photoacoustic signal of the model detected by the
transducer is shown in Fig. 5. Obviously, it can be observed that
there are four distinct acoustic signal groups in the time sequence
simulated by regions of the three letters. This phenomenon is
Fig. 4. Detailed dimensional information of the object.



Fig. 5. The photoacoustic signal from the object.
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caused by the transducer detecting more than one letter
simultaneously.

According to Eq. (7), the signal acquired by the transducer is
substantially the changing ratio of the sound pressure signal
against time t, so ( )P tn in Fig. 5 has both positive and negative
values. But in the 3DGI method we need the actual sound pressure
signal as in Eq. (6), which is acquired by an indefinite integration
of ( )P tn with an initial value. Here, the initial value is set 0 to
compute the sound pressure time sequence ( )S tn . In reality ( )S tn is
a positive pressure signal, so in the experiment a value is added to
modify ( )S tn to insure that there is no negative value and the
minimum value is 0. The 3DGI reconstruction result is shown in
Fig. 6, where the measurement time is 2000, Fig. 6(a) is the ori-
ginal 3D spatial image of the three letters, Fig. 6(b) is the 3D re-
construction of the object, Fig. 6(c) is the reconstructed images on
the sections 40 mm, 44.5 mm, 49 mm to S respectively along the
dot lines in Fig. 6(b).

From Fig. 6(b), we can see the reconstruction is a spherical shell
centered at location S, since the reconstruction result is the optical
absorption information on a series of spherical surfaces. From
Fig. 6(c), we can see three clear reconstructed images on the sur-
faces ‘J’, ‘L’ and ‘U’, which indicates the three light absorbing sec-
tions are reconstructed and our 3DGI method is effective. It can
also be observed from Fig. 6(c) that letter ‘L’ is of more clarity than
the other two letters, which is because the speckle pattern adop-
ted in all the reconstruction of spherical surfaces is the one on
surface ‘L’ acquired from the reference arm, and the smaller the
speckle pattern error is, the more clearer the reconstruction is [15].
Additionally, because of the approximation of the flat speckle
pattern to the spherical speckle pattern in the reconstruction
process, and the discretization error caused by retrieving the
(a) (b)

m

Fig. 6. The reconstruction result of 3DGI. (a) The original 3D spatial image of the three l
three sections. m: z axis line; S:transducer location.
spherical surface from the projection (Fig. 6(c)), there exists a lu-
minance nonuniformity phenomenon on the three sections.

In our method, the 2D GI can also be accomplished when the
summation of ( )S tn on the time domain is used as the bucket
detecting signal, and the 2D reconstruction can be expressed as
below

∑ ∑ ∑( ) = ( ) − 〈 ( )〉 ( )
( )=

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥G x y
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12n
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t
n

t
n n n

1
2

The 2D reconstruction results are shown in Fig. 7, where Fig. 7
(a), (b) and (c) are the results with 1000, 2000, 4000 measure-
ments respectively. From Fig. 7 we can see that, with 1000 mea-
surements, the image is almost entirely drenched in noise, while
the reconstruction is relatively improved when the measurement
time increases to 2000 and with 4000 measurements, the three
letters ‘JLU’ can be clearly distinguished, so the 2D GI is realized
with our method and increasing the measurement times can ef-
fectively improve the reconstruction quality, which conforms to
the traditional 2D GI pattern. Additionally, we can also observe the
phenomenon that letter ‘L’ is slightly clearer than the other two
letters, which is still caused by adopting the speckle pattern on
surface ‘L’ in the reconstruction.

In order to demonstrate the influence of measurement times to
our 3DGI method, the 3DGI reconstruction results with different
measurement times are shown in Fig. 8, where Fig. 8(a), (b) and
(c) are the results with 1000, 2000 and 4000 measurements se-
parately. We can see that the reconstruction with 2000 measure-
ments is slightly superior to the 1000 measurements reconstruc-
tion, but the 4000 measurements reconstruction is not distinctly
improved compared to the 2000 measurements reconstruction,
and this phenomenon indicates that the influence of the mea-
surement time on our 3DGI method is a lot more feeble than that
on the 2D GI.

Why there exists a distinct difference above between the in-
fluence of measurement time to the 3DGI and 2D GI? We further
investigate and explain the influence of the measurement time on
our 3DGI and 2D GI methods, we use PSNR to quantify the re-
construction quality. The reconstruction PSNR of the 3DGI and 2D
GI are shown in Fig. 9, where the red, black and blue curves are
corresponding to the PSNR on sections ’L’, ‘J’ and ‘U’ in 3DGI se-
parately, and the green curve is the PSNR of the 2D GI results. In
Fig. 9, the PSNR of image ‘L’ is obviously higher than image ‘J’ and
image ‘U’ , which is coherence to the visual effects in Fig. 6(c) and
Fig. 7, and this attributes to using the speckle field on section ‘L’ in
the reconstruction. Additionally, the PSNR of image ‘J’ is higher
than image ‘U’, although their z axial deviations are identically d,
and this is mainly attributed to the higher sparsity of surface ‘J’
than surface ‘U’. Moreover, the PSNR of all the three surfaces are all
higher than that of the 2D GI result, which is because in the 3DGI
(c)

S

etters. (b) The 3D reconstruction of the object. (c) The reconstructed images on the



Fig. 7. The 2D GI reconstruction results. (a) The result with 1000 measurements; PSNR: 7.873 dB. (b) The result with 2000 measurements; PSNR: 8.9444 dB. (c) The result
with 4000 measurements; PSNR: 9.3443 dB.

Fig. 9. The PSNR curves of our 3DGI and 2D GI with different measurement times.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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method the original image (→′)||→− ′
→

|=A re r r v ts i
on all the spherical

surface are more highly sparse than the 2D projection of the object
on X–y plane. Besides, due to the high sparsity above, under 1000
measurements the PSNRs of ‘J’, ‘L’ and ‘U’ grow rapidly with the
measurement time increasing, and over 1000 measurements the
three PSNRs grow very slowly, which quantitatively matches Fig. 8.
Meanwhile, the PSNR of 2D GI keeps increasing with the mea-
surement time growing, which is coherence to Fig. 7 visually.

One condition needs to be fulfilled when the transducer can
function as the bucket detector. The object has to be fully covered
by the detectable region of the transducer, which is to say the
acoustic signals from all over the target are collected, so the object
needs to completely locate in the farfield of the transducer.
Meanwhile, for an ideal needle-like unfocused transducer (a point
detector) the acoustic beam main-lobe of the transducer is a
sphere, same shape as the detection surface, which means the
acoustic signal degradation during transferring from different
sources on a spherical detection surface to the transducer is co-
herent. However, in practice there are no ideal point detectors, and
the radiated sound pressure of the transducer can be expressed as
below [38]

ω ρ θ
θ

=
( )

( )
ω( − )

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥p j

u
r

J k
k

e
a

2
2 a sin

a sin 13r
s

j t kr0
2

1 s

where ω is the ultrasonic angular frequency, ρ is the medium
density, u0 is the peak amplitude of transducer velocity, k is wa-
venumber, a is the transducer radius, θ is the angle between the
line from the detected point to the transducer center and axis z,
and rs is distance from the acoustic source to the probe center. The
simulated sound pressure distribution radiated by a cylindrical
unfocused transducer (central frequency: 2 MHz, radius: 0.5 mm)
is shown in Fig. 10, where Fig. 10 (a) is the sectional sound pressure
distribution along axis z (the sound axis), Fig. 10 (b) is the iso-
amplitude surface sketch and Fig. 10 (c–e) are the sound pressure
distribution on section ‘J’, ‘L’ and ‘U’. The acoustic intensity is
normalized and shown by the color map and gray map, the white
dash lines represent the spatial position of our object (‘J’, ‘L’ and
‘U’) in the acoustic field, the three colored dash lines represent
three isoamplitude surfaces and the black solid arc represents the
Fig. 8. The reconstruction result of 3DGI with different measurement times. (a) The re
(b) The result with 2000 measurements; PSNR:14.4188 dB(J); 16.6912 dB(L); 13.1227 d
13.1261 dB(U).
detection surface.
From Fig. 10 (a) and (c–e) we can see that the object is still

completely located in the farfield of the transducer, which means
the acoustic signal from every source point on the object is col-
lected. Meanwhile from Fig. 10 (a) and (b) we also can observe that
the main-lobe is not a strict sphere but ellipsoid-like, which causes
the acoustic signal degradation during transferring from different
sources on a spherical detection surface to the transducer is not
coherent. So in practice after the reconstruction using Eq. (10), the
reconstruction value of each point should to be amended by
Eq. (13) according to the applied transducer.
4. Conclusion

We propose a novel 3D ghost imaging using unfocused ultra-
sonic transducer as the bucket detector, which makes a bucket
sult with 1000 measurements; PSNR:14.2767 dB(J); 16.3668 dB(L); 12.9688 dB(U).
B(U). (c) The result with 4000 measurements; PSNR:14.4373 dB(J); 16.9183 dB(L);



Fig. 10. The spatial sound pressure distribution of a cylindrical unfocused transducer. (a) The sound pressure distribution on axis z; (b) Isoamplitude surfaces sketch;
(c) Sound pressure distribution on section ‘J’;(d) Section ‘L’;(e) Section ‘U’;
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signal be a time sequence correlated to the 3D spatial information.
When axial depth of the object along the light path meets the
traditional ghost imaging conditions, by using the speckle pattern
on a section in the object to carry out correlation operation with
the serialized bucket signal, our 3DGI can be realized. Additionally,
if the summation of a time sequence is used as a bucket signal, the
2D GI can be also realized. In this paper, we also investigate the
influence of the measurement time to our method and make
discussions on the transducer as a bucket detector. To our
knowledge, this is the first thought that photoacoustic imaging is
brought into ghost imaging to accomplish 3D ghost imaging, and
we believe that our 3DGI method provides a novel thought and a
practical solution.
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